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Samurai Warriors 2 was developed by Omega Force and released for the PlayStation 2 and Xbox 360 in 2006, and was ported to
Microsoft Windows in 2008. The game features two types of combat: turn-based combat (Tactical) and one-on-one combat (Oneon-one). The game begins with a tutorial that tells the story of the main character, Utida Souzou, one of the warriors of the Souzou
clan, and gives a brief history of the world of Samurai Warriors. The player then finds himself in enemy territory and receives his
first mission. As a rule, the player must destroy a group of enemies and collect trophies from them. To do this he can use different
types of weapons, vehicles and even robots. In this case, the player is also required to remember to hide behind cover, so as not to
be killed before time. In some games, the player can help allies or destroy the enemies, using the skills learned in completing
individual missions and even the entire game. After completing a mission, the player receives a bonus or experience that can be
spent to improve the character's characteristics. As the player progresses through the story, he gains access to new abilities and
skills. In computer games, the term often combines all of these abilities. In some games, such as Sid Meier's Civilization and Call of
Duty video games, the player can complete a "mission" without participating in a battle or battle, but rather by helping allies or
destroying enemy soldiers to gain experience. As a bonus, the player can get additional weapons. If the game has a multiplayer
mode, then after completing the mission is possible to get a weapon or, for example, ammunition for it. In most games, you can
freely get a weapon without passing the mission (which requires the destruction of a certain number of enemies). However, in some
games, such as in the video game series Sid Meier's Civilization and Call of Duty, the player can complete a "mission" without
participating in the battle or battle, and helping allies or destroying enemy soldiers to get experience. The game World of Warcraft
has several "ranked" missions in which the character gets new levels and rewards. All games have quests in which the passing of the
game is only possible with one of several characters from one of the classes, which allows you to create a lot of unique heroes. For
example, in the Quake and Doom series of games, the player controls one character, and only sometimes you can get a second hero
in the game. In Half-Life series we can't play as the same character more than once, unless we use Half-Life: Opposing Force
mode. In the Diablo games we can only play as the same character for one hour, and if we fail to kill an enemy deity, the time to
the end of the round does not reset. In the Fable games we play as the same character a certain number of times, usually 2 or 3,
after which the character disappears.
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